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The Spanish province of Castilla-La Mancha Health Service has renewed its Emergency Medical Service (EMS) contract

with provider Babcock MCS España for a further four years.  The contract is valued at Euro 43 million and continues an

association which has now been running for some 22 years, since the Air Health Transport Service was launched in October

2001.

Babcock provide two Airbus H135 and two H145 helicopters for the EMS role, operating from bases at Albacete,

Toledo, Ciudad Real and Cuenca, with two of the aircraft required to be available 24 hours/7 days a week.  The contract also

covers up to 1,600 flight hours per year.  The complete team for the service includes 24 pilots and co-pilots, ten engineers,

23 doctors, 16 nurses and five meteorologists
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In a surprise move the Kaman Corporation has announced it is to end
production of the K-Max external lift helicopter as part of a wider cost saving

strategy, which includes streamlining facilities and functions both at corporate

level and within its business units.  The strategy is expected to reduce

annualized costs by approx. $25 million.

Discontinuing K-Max and the related K-Max Titan manufacturing

follows recent poor sales of the aircraft, despite re-opening the production

line in 2017 to satisfy a number of new orders.  Previously the company

manufactured 38 K-Max, before shutting down the line in 2004 due to a lack

of orders.  Following the re-opening, a further 22 airframes were laid down,

including some to replace aircraft involved in crashes.  At least 16 K-Max are

known to have been written off in accidents.

Marketing of the unique single seat helicopter was undoubtedly

impacted by the coincidental release of surplus US Army helicopters in the

civil market place, initially with inexpensive Bell UH-1s which specialist firms

then upgraded for fire fighting and other utility missions, and in more recent

years with early Sikorsky UH-60A and L Black Hawks.  These aircraft have

proved to be more multi-mission capable, able to carry out logging sorties,

search and rescue, fire fighting  with belly-mounted-mounted water tanks and

snorkels, and able to carry up to a dozen passengers to assist in these

missions on the ground.  In simplistic terms, despite its unique intermeshing

main rotor configuration, the K-Max could not compete.  

Kaman has committed to continuing support for the existing K-Max

fleet, including providing spares, repairs, and fleet services, as well as

training.  The company may also continue development of its Kargo UAV

unmanned medium lift logistics vehicle, which has previously received

military support and funding.  Also surviving the cuts is the company’s

support for the SH-2G and the subcontractor helicopter work it carries out for

Sikorsky Aircraft and other companies. 
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Unsurprisingly Sikorsky Aircraft  announced on 28 December that it has filed

a protestwith the US Government Accountability Office (GAO) against the US

Army decision to award the FLRAA contract to Bell Textron and its 

V-280 tiltrotor (Military Helicopter International March-April 2023)
Sikorsky parent Lockheed Martin issued a statement saying that

“based on a thorough review of the information and feedback provided by

the Army” the company believes the proposals “were not consistently

evaluated to deliver the best value in the interest of the Army, our soldiers

and American tax payers”.  Lockheed Martin concluded that what is needed

is the most capable, affordable and lowest risk solution and that their Defiant

X is the answer.

This despite the fact that the V-280 demonstrator proved it could

meet the key Army requirements over a three year and 214 flight hour

programme, whilst the experimental Defiant SB-1 failed to demonstrate it

could meet all the criteria and the refined Defiant X entered in the

competition has yet to fly.  
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Bell Helicopter Textron is still aiming to complete type certification of its

Model 525 Relentless this year, and could even begin deliveries to a launch

customer if the final testing goes well.  The company says this includes the

last 10 percent clearance of the fly-by-wire control system by the Federal

Aviation Administration.  

The 9,072kg (20,000lb) gross weight Super Medium class aircraft is

designed to offer cabin space for 16 passengers plus two pilots in its standard

layout, and will be the first commercial helicopter to be certified with fly-by-

wire systems if it enters service on schedule.  However the company is not

yet publicising any launch customers, although it is expected the first aircraft

will enter service initially on a partnership basis with a major offshore oil and

gas operator and its client.  

In the meantime production is already underway at the company’s

plant in Amarillo, Texas with construction numbers 62016-62021 on the build

line and some earlier examples contributing to the test programme.  These

include N525BV c/n 62014 carrying out icing certification trials, and N525BN

c/n 62003 and N525TY c/n 62015 engaged in the type certification programme.

Also still in use is  N525BK c/n 62002 which was deregistered in July 2021 and

has been converted to a maintenance trainer for the Bell Academy in Fort

Worth.  The Academy also houses a Level D full motion simulator already in

place for pilot training.  

Despite the entry of other new Super Medium helicopters into the

market since the Relentless was first launched in 2012, notably the Airbus

H160 and the Leonardo AW189, Bell believes the more recent dip in market

demand is now coming to an end and that the Model 525 will be in a position

to capture a significant market share from 2024 onwards.  

Two major Fast Rotorcraft

demonstrator programmes are in the

final stages of the European Clean Sky

2 public-private partnership

programme, as it enters the final year

of technical developments.  Airbus

Helicopters is receiving funds to

complete its RACER (Rapid And Cost

Effective Rotorcraft) compound

helicopter, whilst Leonardo is leading

a team developing its similarly funded

Next Generation Civil Tiltrotor.

This is essentially a scaled up

version of the AW609 with a 19/20 seat

cabin, but introduces a tilting

proprotor mechanism, leaving the

engines in the horizontal position.

New wing geometrics have also been

developed, using epoxy carbon fibre

but delays, in part due to COVID19,

have seen a first flight progressively

move back from the original 2020

forecast to sometime this year.  

The Airbus Helicopters UK VIP

completions centre at Oxford Airport

took delivery of the first H160

helicopter for a UK corporate customer

on 28 January.  The aircraft, registered in

the Isle of Man as M-JCBA (cons.

number 1010) is destined for the plant

hire manufacturer JCB Excavators.

The helicopter is the fourth

civil H160 to be delivered from the

manufacturer’s Marignane production

line in the south of France, following

single examples for All Nippon

Helicopters in Japan, Helicopteros do

Brazil, and Mont Blanc Helicopters,

and is the first of two ordered by JCB to

replace their current Sikorsky S-76++

helicopters, based at East Midlands

Airport. 

Work began in early January on a new display hangar for The Helicopter
Museum in Weston-super-Mare, Somerset even though the Collection still

needs to raise up to £95,000 to complete the project.  On completion the

hangar will house a number of locally manufactured and based aircraft,

including two Bristol Sycamore helicopters and two Bristol Belvedere

tandem rotors, as well other smaller autogyros and aircraft with strong local

connections. 

The project will see several of the exhibits being relocated from the

main museum display hangar, allowing a reorganisation of the currently

cramped space and the housing of the latest acquisition, the Leonardo

AW101 PP8 Heliliner.  On outdoor display since being donated by the Royal

Air Force Museum last August the aircraft is complete, including its airline

interior, but is missing the centrally installed third General Electric CT7-6

turboshaft engine.  The museum has now issued an appeal to locate a scrap

example to complete the exhibit and separately is inviting donors to help

fill the funding gap. 
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People...People...
The Bristow Group has announced a
restructuring of its senior leadership
team to align better with its main
service sectors, Government Services
and Offshore Services.  The company
is especially conscious of the
increased scale and geographic scope
of the government business and the
need to manage the existing
operations more as well, as pursuing
additional growth opportunities.  

Under the revised structure
the following changes are being made
to the executive team...Alan Corbett
will become Chief Operating Officer,
Government Services responsible for
overseeing all of Bristow’s
Government Services activity,
including existing operations, new
business, and emerging markets for
areas such as Bristow’s growing market
share in the Search and Rescue (SAR)
sector. Corbett will retain
responsibility for Airnorth as well as
the Humberside airport…Stuart
Stavley will become Chief Operating
Officer, Offshore Energy Services.
Stavley will have oversight of Bristow’s
oil and gas operations in all the
regions where the Company operates
around the world. In addition, Stavley
has global oversight for operational
shared services, including Safety,
Standards, Supply Chain, and Fleet
Management functions, among
others…Samantha Willenbacher will
become Senior Vice President, Key
Accounts. In this role, Willenbacher
will work closely with Bristow’s
offshore energy customers around the
world to ensure the Company is
effectively meeting their current and
future requirements. Willenbacher will
also provide global bid support to help
the Company capture new business.  

The following roles remain
unchanged...Elizabeth Matthews will
continue as Senior Vice President,
General Counsel, Head of
Government Affairs, and Corporate
Secretary responsible for legal,
compliance, government affairs, and
contract review and management…
David Stepanek will continue as
Executive Vice President, Chief

Transformation Officer, responsible for
the transformation of Bristow’s
business mix through strategic
diversification into new markets, such
as Advanced Air Mobility…Mary
Wersebe will continue as Senior Vice
President, Chief Administrative Officer
responsible for human resources,
benefits and compensation,
communications, and corporate social
responsibility... Jennifer Whalen will
continue as Senior Vice President,
Chief Financial Officer responsible for
accounting, decision support, financial
reporting, internal audit, investor
relations, strategy and M&A, tax, and
other financial functions of the
Company. Whalen also oversees the
Company’s Information Technology
department.

Columbia Helicopters has
announced that its Executive Vice
President, Michael Tremlett has been
promoted to the position of President
and Chief Executive Officer, effective
from 1 January.  Tremlett succeeds
Steve Bandy, who retired from the
position at the end of 2022, but who
will remain on the Columbia Board of

A new UK start up company based in Northern Ireland has unveiled a nine-
seat eVTOL aircraft, using autogyro principles with a main rotor for jump take

offs and landings, coupled with twin turbo prop engines and pusher airscrews

for cruise flight.  Developed by ARC Aerosystems and designated the Linx

P9, the aircraft is claimed to be based on a gyroplane design type

certification in Canada and the United States in the late 1960s.

A low drag composite airframe, with an 8cu.m (268cu.ft) cabin, is

expected to allow the Linx P9 to reach cruise speeds of 300km/h (186mph)

and to operate over a range of up to 282km 175miles).  The company says

the aircraft will be 40 percent more cost-effective than traditional helicopters

and enjoy a 30 percent increase in range over similar size helicopters, such

as the Leonardo AW109.  ARC hopes the aircraft will enter service by 2028.  

Directors as Vice Chairman. Mr

Bandy joined Columbia Helicopters in

1989 as a co-pilot and built his career

at the company through a variety of

increasingly senior leadership roles.

He became President and CEO in June

2017, steering the company since then

through some difficult global

challenges and economic times.  Mike

Tremlett meanwhile has more than 26

years of military and civil aviation

experience, joining Columbia as Vice

President Business Development in

December 2021 and being promoted to

Executive Vice President in July 2022.

Mike Herschberg, Executive

Director of the Vertical Flight Society,

has announced his decision to retire

from the post on or after 1 June 2023

after 12 years in the post.  Over that

period he has been responsible for a

major transformation in the

organisation from the former American

Helicopter Society to encompass all

forms of vertical flight on an

international stage including the latest

eVTOL developments.
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Safety Agency.  Leonardo believes

that the introduction of the Arriel 1K

engine, together with the support

offered to customers by Safran, will

add new benefits to the helicopter.  

These include the increased

modularity, modern electronic

systems, high digitalisation, and the

largest cabin and cargo hold in its class. 

Uzbekistan Helicopters has signed a

Memorandum of Understanding

(MoU) with Airbus Helicopters to

acquire two H145s in the medium

term, as part of plans to develop the

country’s domestic tourism offer.  The

MoU followed a visit in late January to

the Airbus facilities in France and

Germany for technical presentations

and test flights in the helicopter.  

Uzbekistan Helicopters,

which is a subsidiary of the state-

owned Uzbekistan Airways, currently

operates the Airbus H125 and H130

light single helicopters, alongside the

larger Mil Mi-8MTV-1. 

The Leonardo AW09 single-engine

helicopter, being developed in Mollis,

Switzerland by Kopter with input from

Leonardo specialist, is now to be

powered by the 1,000shp Safran
Helicopter Engines Arriel 2K
turboshaft engine. The powerplant

replaces the Honeywell HTS900

powerplant used in previous flight trials.

The new engine is already

installed in the latest AW09 pre-series

prototype, PS4 (registered HB-ZXD),

which incorporates all the changes

implemented and tested on the

previous prototype (P3) and thus

clears the final configuration of the

aircraft.  PS4 is about to start flight

testing at Kopter’s facility in Mollis,

whilst PS5, the next and final

prototype, is expected to follow later

this year.  

Last year saw the AW09

programme move forward in several

important areas, including the

completion of flight tests with the new

and final production standard rotor

blades which, combined with the

shrouded tail rotor, have

demonstrated a low noise signature

and fast cruise speeds.  The company

has also agreed the type certification

basis with the European Aviation

Airbus Helicopters reported on its 2022 performance on 25 January, noting

an ongoing market recovery after the “bounce-back year” of 2021.  2022 saw

2l6 light single-engine helicopters sold, whilst deliveries increased from 338

in 2021 to 344, contributing to the company’s preliminary 52 percent share of

the civil and parapublic market.  Fleet flight hours were back to pre-COVID

2019 levels.

Orders were received from 203 customers in 48 countries, with a

number of important new deliveries.  These included the handover of the

first H160 helicopters to operators in Brazil and Japan, and the first H160 for

French Navy search and rescue work, as well as delivering the first H135s to

the Spanish Ministry of Interior in October, following a major order placed

just ten months previously.  Significant support and service contracts were

also signed, including a follow-on contract with the US Army for more than

480 UH-72A and UH-72B Lakota helicopters, an upgrade of the Tiger

helicopters with the French and Spanish Armies, and a contract for 27 H125

light helicopters with the Brazilian armed forces.

Airbus is also progressing with the design of an H175M assembly line

in the UK at Broughton, Cheshire as part of its campaign to win the Ministry

of Defence new Medium Helicopter competition.

Following the release of the full Airbus Group 2022 financial results on 16

February, the company has confirmed that the EBIT Adjusted for the

Helicopter division increased to Euro 639 million from Euro 535 million in

2021, reflecting higher services and programme execution.  Details of the

division’s 2022 performance were previously reported in January 

Orders per product family 
161 x H125, 55 x H130, 41 x H135, 83 x H145, 12 x H160, 8 x H175, 14 x Super
Puma family. 

Enstrom Helicopters recently signed

up DSA in the Czech Republic as a

dealer and service centre for Enstrom

helicopters in the country.  Located in

Hradec Kralove, DSA provides aircraft

sales, flight training, and maintenance

for all models of Enstrom products, as

well for other manufacturers aircraft.

The company has the largest

flight school in the Czech Republic

and operates a number of Model 480B

turbine helicopters.  It also provides

critical support for the Czech Army

fleet of 480Bs and, in addition to the

sales, training and service activities,

also provides HEMS services

throughout the country.  

Heliswiss International has taken

delivery of a Boeing-Vertol Model 107-
II tandem-rotor helicopter from

Columbia Helicopters in Aurora,

Oregon for medium –lift external load

operations.  The sale makes Heliswiss

the official launch customer for the

aircraft in Europe, although initially

the helicopter is contracted to operate

on fire fighting missions in Chile

during the European winter season.

Heliswiss has previously

operated the Kamov Ka-32 on

external lift work in Europe, but the

sanctions imposed on Russia by

Europe and Canada following the

Ukraine invasion have made it

impossible to maintain the co-axial

rotor helicopter and the company says

the future of the type is uncertain. The

addition instead of the Columbia-

upgraded Model 107-II, with full

support from the US company as the

aircraft’s manufacturer, is expected to

offer new opportunities for Heliswiss

and its clients worldwide.  The aircraft

features a 9,979kg (22,000lb), lifting

capability with both external and

internal cargo carrying options, and a

17-seat passenger capacity.  

Columbia purchased the type

certificate for the Model 107-II and the

larger Model 234 Chinook from Boeing

in December 2006 and since then has

introduced a range of modifications,

including new avionics systems, to suit

the aircraft for their new roles.
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certify new upgrades and planned

future improvements.

Chief Operating Officer Adam

Richardson meanwhile has praised all

the staff at the factory and others who

pulled together to bring the company

back on line.  

The first civil Airbus H160 to be

delivered in Europe was accepted at

the Marignane factory by Mont Blanc

Helicoptéres on 19 January, on behalf

of a private owner who will operate it

on the Cayman Islands register.  The

aircraft, registered VP-CZR, and

construction number 1009, is replacing

an Airbus H145 helicopter, believed to

be VP-CPB and in service since 2018

with Proxima Ltd, on international

procurement consultancy. 

Aircraft lessor LCI has signed an

agreement with Elroy Air in San

Francisco to acquire up to 40

Chaparral autonomous VTOL cargo

delivery aircraft, designed to carry up to

225kg (500lb) of goods over a 556km

(345 mile) range.  The Chaparral features

a turbine-based hybrid-electric power

train with distributed electric

propulsion, and specially designed

aerodynamic modular cargo pods.

LCI will initially commit to 20

Chaparrals, with options on 20 more

and sees potential sales and leases

beyond cargo deliveries to fire

fighting, search and rescue, disaster

relief and similar missions. 

Beta Technologies recently carried out

a 1,410km (876 mile) flight with the

conventional take-off and landing

variant of its all-electric Alia cargo

aircraft from its home base in

Pittsburgh, New York to the UPS

Worldport in Louisville, Kentucky.

The single-pilot aircraft flew across

four states over a five day period,

including a hold for snow in New York

and stops for recharging the batteries

along the way, using Beta’s own

Charge Cube technology.  

Beta has two prototypes that

are now test flying regularly, with the

second being a vertical take-

off/landing version.  This successfully

began flight trials in 2022 and the

company believes that data from the

CTOL trials can also be used in the

VTOL mission.  The company says the

eventual aim is to get both versions

into real airspace and real airports and

away from just local area flying to

prove the system’s full potential. 

The revitalised Enstrom company

announced the flight of the first all-new
480B turbine helicopter on 30 January,

just eight months since the factory in

Menominee, Michigan, was re-opened

in mid 2022.  The aircraft is the 1,317th

Enstrom helicopter to be built and the

255th Model 480 Series machine.

The company has stressed

that the aircraft wasn’t an unfinished

leftover airframe either, but was built

using components procured,

machined, fabricated and assembled

on site, before being painted in a

smart black and grey finish and test

flown by Enstrom production test pilot

Cody Parkovich.  The helicopter will

be showcased at the Helicopter

Association International Heli-Expo

event in Atlanta in early March and

then retained by he company to

Air Experience Technologies (ASX), which is based in Detroit, Michigan has

signed a lease agreement with Nebraska-based Mail Management Service

(MMS) to provide 50 ASX Sigma-6 eVTOL tiltwing aircraft with

interchangeable payload modules.  MMS delivery mail and parcels under a

contract with the US Postal Service and plans to use the Sigma-6 to support

bulk mail distribution from its main distribution centres to their urban

stations in the region.

The agreement requires ASX to begin deliveries of the Sigma-6

system in 2025, but this will depend on the completion of tests, currently

held up after the proposed battery supplier was purchased by another

manufacturer.  Trials are thus limited to temporary battery power, offering

only one-sixth of the energy needed to complete a flight.  Instead ASX is

focusing on finalising the production design, which could come in two

variants, an all-electric version that would transport a 907kg (2,000lb) payload

up to 120km (75 miles) and a hybrid-electric version which could carry the

same load up to 611km (380 miles).  Both versions would be remotely piloted

with Level 4 automation but with an operator to oversee control of the various

functions, including obstacle avoidance and proximity sensing.

Alongside development of the flight vehicle ASX is developing a

robotic ground shuttle, that would give customers the ability to load and

unload the payload containers inside their business facilities and drive them

out to the flight line, interfacing with the Sigma 6 release and attach system.

The company also says the battery-integrated containers will be easily

exchangeable in a matter of minutes between journeys, eliminating the need

for the aircraft to wait for a recharge and thus speeding up the whole delivery

system.  

ASX expects to develop standardised payload modules for several

different missions, including defence, emergency rescue and eventually

passenger services as well as the initial cargo application.  The company

already has leasing agreements with two other Michigan-based firms.      The

sightseeing operator MyFlightTours has agreed to take up to 25 aircraft and

aerospace and automotive logistics provider ICAT Logistics is also looking to

lease up to 25 for expedited freight delivery services.

Meanwhile ASX is hoping to complete full FAA certification of the

Sigma 6 by late 2026 or early 2027.
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Airbus Helicopters unveiled its “DisruptiveLab” on 30 November at the

Airbus annual summit event in Toulouse, a modified H120 helicopter

designed to test technologies intended to improve aircraft performance and

reduce helicopter CO2 emissions.  

The experimental aircraft will evaluate a new aerodynamic

architecture designed to reduce fuel consumption as well as pursuing

hybridisation, with a fully parallel hybrid propulsion system that enables the

battery to be recharged in flight.  The new architecture features an

aerodynamic aluminium and composite fuselage specifically aimed at

reducing drag and thus reduce fuel consumption.  This is further enhanced

by integrating the main rotor blades into a more compact rotorhead, which

also lowers the perceived noise level, and by streamlining the Fenestron tail

rotor that also contributes to improved performance.

The DisruptiveLab demonstrator (registered F-WADL) is part of a

French Council for Civil Aviation Research Conseil (CORAC) initiative and has

been partly financed by the French Civil Aviation Authority (DGAC), in the

framework of longer term French government and European Union aviation

and industrial plans.  The DisruptiveLab complements Airbus Helicopters’

“FlightLab” demonstrator, launched in 2020 and based on an existing H130

helicopter, dedicated to developing technologies related to enhanced

autonomy and safety technobricks.  Meanwhile the DisruptiveLab

demonstrator should fly later this month (December). 

Enstrom Helicopter Corporation has

received a Production Certificate from

the US Federal Aviation

Administration, just six months since

the company was rescued from

closure by entrepreneur Chuck

Surack, Enstrom’s new owner.  The

Production Certificate authorises the

company to manufacture parts for all

models of Enstrom helicopters and is

seen as an important milestone for the

firm.

Enstrom has been building

parts since mid 2022 under its Type

Certificate authorisation, which

allowed it to support existing

customers, but the new certificate will

allow parts to be approved under a

more normal process, which should

really speed things up.  In fact the

company has already restarted aircraft

production, with the first new

helicopters already on the assembly

line, and deliveries expected to begin

this Spring.

The Production Certificate

was received by Doug Smith,

Enstrom’s Vice President of Quality

Assurance, from Gary Bockman of the

FAA at their Manufacturing Inspection

District Office in Minneapolis on

Bockman’s last day before retirement.

The European Aviation Safety Agency

(EASA) has set 13 February as a

deadline for feedback on a Notice of

Proposed Amendment (NPA) for the

mandatory installation of a crash-

resistant fuel system on all existing

rotorcraft designs that are still in

production and the retrofit of existing

rotorcraft that are operational in the

EASA Member States.  

The NPA follows safety

recommendations on the lack of crash-

resistant fuel systems made by a

number of Accident Investigation

Inquiries, reporting on accidents

occurring to rotorcraft certified prior to

the rules for such systems being

improved in the 1990s, but affecting

only all new production rotorcraft.   

Dubai and Abu Dhabi.  The aircraft will

be delivered over the next year, to

operate from the Al Maktoum

International Airport and Al Bateen

Executive Airport in the two states.  

The single-engined H130

features a cabin layout for a pilot and

up to seven passengers, and is

claimed by Airbus to be the quietest

helicopter in its category, with a

Fenestron tail rotor system and an

automatic variable main rotor speed

control, that produces a noise

signature 6dB below international

ICAO limits.  The aircraft also makes

extensive use of composite materials,

which contributes to reduced

maintenance costs and high

availability.

The new H130s will replace

older EC130B4 helicopters dating

back to 2005, in the Falcon fleet.

Alpine Aerotech has received a

Transport Canada Supplemental Type

Certificate (STC) for a new Bear Paw
kit, compatible with the Airbus

H125/AS350/AS355 helicopters.  US

Federal Administration and European

Aviation Safety Agency STC’s were

pending at the end of December.

The new Bear Paw is based

on the company’s previous

experience in manufacturing similar

kits for other aircraft types, but

introduces some improvements to

reduce costs without sacrificing

durability.  The kit is also easier to

install and weighs only 7kg (15.5lb),

with optional ice grippers adding only

0.7kg (1.7lb) and providing enhanced

traction on icy terrain.  

Falcon Aviation Services in the United

Arab Emirates has ordered five new
Airbus H130 helicopters to upgrade

its fleet used for sightseeing tours in
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The US National Nuclear Security

Administration (NNSA), which reports

to the Department of Energy, recently

carried out low level flights with its

modified Bell 412 helicopter over

Glendale, Arizona and surrounding

areas to measure expected

background radiation ahead of the

Super Bowl event being held there on

12 February.

The aircraft is equipped with

radiation-sensing technology and the

survey is a normal part of security and

emergency preparedness activities, to

protect public health and safety on

the day of major event.  NNSA made

the public aware so that citizens who

see the low flying helicopter are not

alarmed.  To carry out the survey, the

Bell 412 flew in a grid pattern over the

areas 46m (150ft) or higher above the

ground at a speed of approx 129km/h

(80mph).  The fly overs took place only

in daylight hours and took approx two

hours to complete in each area.

The NNSA operates two Bell

412sas part of a larger nuclear

emergency support team fleet, with

one helicopter normally based at

Nellis Air Force Base in Nevada and

the second at Joint Base Andrews in

Maryland.  

“the millionaires and billionaires can

take the Long Island Rail road like the

rest of us”.  

Long standing helicopter appraisal

company HeliValue$ came under new
ownership at the beginning of the year

when company president Jason

Kmiecik bought out the previous

owners to take control. Kmiecik joined

HeliValue$ in 2008 following a career

in the US Marine Corps and has been

president of the company since 2017.

HeliValue$ performs an

average of 2,500 helicopter appraisals

annually and the business is expected

to continue as normal, whilst

continuing to expand its staff and

technology to provide the most

accurate and dependable Blue Book

resale values for its customers.

Yellowhead Helicopters in British

Columbia, Canada has signed a

Support-by-the-Hour contract with
SafranHelicopter Engines for the long

term maintenance, repair and

overhaul of 21 Arriel engines powering

Airbus AS350 and H125 helicopters in

the Yellowhead fleet.  The Canadian

operator specialises in supporting the

forestry, mining, oil and gas utility and

tourism industries, and last year added

an Airbus BK117B2 to its line up. 

New York Governor, Kathy Hochul

vetoed a US Senate bill in December

aimed at allowing anyone to sue a

pilot, line service personnel, flight

department or company employee for

rotorcraft noise pollution.  The “Stop
the Chop” act had been opposed by

the Helicopter Association

International, the National Business

Aircraft Association and many of their

members as being detrimental to

business aviation and acting as an

access restriction to the West 30th

Street heliport in contravention of the

Airport Noise and Capacity Act of

1990.

The Governor noted that

“regulation of aircraft and airspace is

primarily a federal responsibility and

federal law significantly constraints

the state’s  ability to legislate in this

area”, and that certain elements of the

legislation, passed by the state

assembly last June ran counter to the

federal scheme regulating New York’s

airports and airspace.  

The background to the “Stop

the Chop” bill was a petition that

began in 2020 and alleged numerous

accidents, fatalities and property

damage due to non-essential

helicopters operating in densely

populated areas.  The movement also

complained that helicopter noise was

an inconvenience faced by many in

the New York area and caused

property values to fall, as well as

adding to noise pollution in the city.

On average 165 helicopter flights

route over Manhatten each weekend.

The Governor had until 23

December to sign or veto the bill,

choosing to veto it a week before the

deadline on 16th.  Whilst business

aviation and helicopter operators

have cheered the decisions, the anti-

helicopter lobby is almost certain to

now renew pressure on the Federal

Aviation Administration to restrict

noise levels and overflights in the

New York urban area.  

The bill’s sponsor, Senator

Brad Hoylman, who represents

Manhattan has vowed to redouble

efforts to close the West 30th Street

heliport in particular, saying there was

no reason for it to be in a part and that

Sweet Helicopters in Fort Wayne, Indiana, which operates a fleet of aircraft

for VIP charter flights throughout the Midwest of the United States, including

to Chicago, Indianapolis and the Great Lakes region, has added two Leonardo

AW109SP GrandNew helicopters to meet anticipated customer demand.  The

company says it already transports over 1,000 passengers a year with its ex-

isting helicopters, which include another AW109SP, registered on 18 May 2022

as N48SH (cons. number 22214) to subsidiary company Indiana Helicopters,

plus three Airbus H130s and an H125. 

The new additions feature an executive-style cabin, with a five-six

seat layout, and have a maximum speed of more than 273km/h (170mph) and

a range of 563km (350 miles).  Sweet says this makes them ideal for corporate

charter, allowing for both meeting and office time too.
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The Workhorse of Helmand by Michael
Fry.  Published by Pen-and Sword.
Price:  £22.00 (UK), $42.95 (USA).  
This hardback book is the author’s

account of Royal Air Force Chinook

helicopter operations in Afghanistan

and Iraq, from his perspective as a

crewman over a span of 10 years and

countless deployments.  To anyone

from the outside looking in, the

content will be eye-opening, giving 

a real insight into the risks

experienced every day and the

extreme efforts the crews went to in

order to evacuate seriously injured

soldiers of all nationalities from small

clearings, whilst under fire from

determined enemies.

Surviving was a mix of luck,

bravery and determination it would

seem, not to mention the

survivability of the Chinook after

close calls with Rocket Propelled

Grenades and AK47 gunners

bouncing shells off the aircraft’s

fuselage and rotor blades.  Balancing

this though was the camaraderie

shared among the RAF Odiham crews,

as they did their best to treat their

experiences with service humour and

resolve. 

An excellent and very

instructive read for anyone looking for

the real experience of these conflicts,

away from the popular newspaper

headlines. 

Avro Vulcan – The Early Years, 1947-
64 by David W Feldes.  Published by
Key Publishing.  Price:  £15.99 (UK),
$24.95 (USA). Born out of captured

German design technology and

British ingenuity in the final stages of

the Second World War, the iconic

Vulcan delta bomber became one of

three “V-Bombers” developed by the

UK to deter Soviet Union nuclear

threats during the Cold War.  This 96

page softback tells the story of the

part the Vulcan played, first as a high

altitude bomber able to carry early

UK nuclear devices and later as a low

level and versatile infiltrator carrying

cruise missiles or conventional bombs.
The story is told in a series of

year-by-year chapters, from the early
development through its more than
30 years of RAF service until

retirement in 1984.  Of course this
included the long distance attack on
the airfield at Port Stanley during the
1982 occupation of the Falkland
Islands in 1982, when four Vulcans
were despatched to Ascension Island
in the South Pacific to prepare for the
attack, with one subsequently chosen
to fly the final leg with the help of in-
flight refuelling, covering a total of
more than 6,600nm in 16 hours.  The
final chapters detail the history and
fate of every aircraft and those
preserved, including continuing
display flying by the Vulcan to the
Sky Trust until 2015.  Even today, the
Vulcan still won’t go away. 

Airlines of the 1990s by Gerry
Manning.  Published by Key Books.
Price:  £17.99 (UK), $29.95 (USA). With

over 300 colour photographs and

extended captions, this 160 page

softback is a walk through of the

various airliners in service around the

world.  In each case the author has

attempted to describe the history

and fate of the aircraft, and in some

cases, the airline pictured.  Definitely

for the curious or the civil airliner

enthusiast. 

North Texas repair and overhaul

company AeroBrigham is to open a

new helicopter maintenance centre at
Decatur Airport, offering 4,181sq.m

(45,000sq.ft) of hangar space and

including a sophisticated paint facility,

manned by specialised technicians

and capable of handling transport

category helicopters. The company

will also continue its refurbishment,

reconfiguration and completions work,

an example of which will be shown at

HAI Heli-Expo in Atlanta, Georgia from

7-9 March in the shape of a newly

completed Bell 407 for the Orange

County Sheriff’s Office in Florida. 

RotorLink Technical Services based in

Delta, British Columbia has been

confirmed as the Canadian importer of
eight Leonardo AW119 helicopters last

November.  The company, owned by

Dave Bohonis, was refurbishing the

aircraft in a new facility at Langley

Municipal Airport at the beginning of

February, alongside two recently

acquired ex-Greenlandair Bell 212s,

OY-HDN and OY-HUC.

The A119s, previously

registered N803CF (cons. no. 14538),

Ørland, Banak and Bodo.  Two other

bases in the country will also be

equipped with the long

range/endurance all-weather search

and rescue helicopters, when the final

three aircraft enter service.  

US General Services Administration

(GSA) contractor, Davenport Aviation

in Columbus, Ohio has added the

Airbus H145 helicopter to its portfolio

and the GSA schedule, opening up

the availability of the type to US

government agencies across the

country.  The company says the

helicopter is multi-mission capable,

equipped with the latest technology

including the Helionix avionics suite

and the fenestron anti-torque device,

and suitable for law enforcement

missions, search and rescue,

emergency medical services and more.

N205CF (c/n 14726), N609CF (c/n

14018) N303CF (c/n 14010), N605CF

(c/n 14058), N203CF (c/n 14032) and

N511SL (c/n 14028), were all officially

imported on 2 November.  At least

four have since been registered to

RotorLink in late January and early

Febuary, c/n 14006 becoming C-GZQP

on 1 February, c/n 14018 to C-GZOU on

26 January, c/n 14058 to C-GZRE on 1

February, and c/n 14538 to C-GZRC on

1 February.  All eight helicopters are

expected to find new owners in due

course. 

Heli-One has been contracted by

Leonardo to support the

maintenance, repair and overhaul

services for the fleet of AW101 SAR
Queen helicopters being operated by

the Royal Norwegian Air Force from

bases across the country.  Under the

agreement, personnel from Heli-One’s

Stavanger facility will work with

Leonardo staff to perform line

maintenance, increasing the number

of trained personnel available to

support the new fleet.

As at 31 January, 13 of the 16

AW101 SAR Queens ordered had been

delivered and were based at Sola,
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maintenance support, arrived in early
January and will primarily operate in
the Biobio and Aracania regions in the
centre and south of the country.

In 2021 Babcock carried out a
review of its emergency services
business and concluded that the air
medical and fire fighting sectors were
not delivering share holder value, and
that the future of this business should
be re evaluated.  However the small
fleet of former Bond Helicopters
AS332L2s in Spain were retained,
especially following the heightened
risk of wild fires in southern Europe in
recent years.  

Offshore Helicopter Services (OHS)
UK delivered one of its Airbus H175
helicopters (G-MCSF) to the
manufacturer’s Spanish factory at
Albacete on 14 February for major
corrosion proofing work.  The repairs
are expected to take at least nine
months, and follow similar work
carried out on another OHS H175.
This aircraft was being test flown at
Albacete on 20 February prior to
returning to service.

CHC Helicopter Group (CHC) has

agreed the sale of its UK Offshore
Helicopter Services (OHS) subsidiary

to the Ultimate Aviation Group, a

South African headquartered

international aviation business.  The

sale follows the Phase 2 investigation

by the UK Competition and Markets

Authority (CMA), which determined

last August that CHC be required to

divest the OHS business, which the

company had previously acquired

from Babcock International in 2021 
Consequent on this

requirement, CHC set up an auction
process for the sale of the OHS UK
assets and a purchase agreement was
signed on 30 December 2022 with the
Ultimate Aviation Group, subject to
customary closing conditions and the
final approval of the sale by the CMA.
This procedure is expected to
complete by the end of March.  The
CMA decision did not affect the CHC
acquisition of Babcock offshore oil and
gas operations in Denmark and
Australia and CHC still believes the
CMA requirement is based on several
fundamental misconceptions, but says
it is now glad to be completing the
process.

Ultimate Aviation expects the

integration of OHS UK to be seamless

for customers, with the same level of

service they have come to expect.

Omni International has established a
new operating company in Guyana,
South America, to service the
Deepwater offshore oil and gas
exploration and development
industry.  These included two fields in
production by a consortium led by
Exxon Mobil, which also has two more
approved and a fifth under review to
come on stream within the next three
years, to add another 1.3 billion
barrels of oil reserves to the 10 billion
barrel Guyana-Suriname basin.

Bristow Helicopters has
dominated Guyanan offshore
helicopter support in recent years,
and signed a five-year contract,
effective from 1 January 2018, to
provide helicopter offshore crew
change and search and rescue cover
for the Exxon Mobil consortium, but
operating three Leonardo AW139s
based at the Eugene F.Correia Airport
on the Atlantic coastline.  Omni is now
challenging this, and is positioning a
dedicated Sikorsky S-92A helicopter,
recently outfitted by VIH Aerospace at
Victoria Airport in British Columbia,
Canada for offshore missions in
Guyana.  In addition to providing crew
change and cargo options, this aircraft
will also be available for search and
rescue call-out in the region.

CHC Helicopter announced on 6
February that Jorn Madsen has taken
over as President and Chief Executive
Officer of the company, following the
resignation of David Balevic.  Balevic
joined CHC as senior vice president of
Engineering and Operations in 2015 and
became President and CEO in 2019.

Jorn Madsen was previously
CEO of Maersk Drilling from
November 2016, having joined the
company in 1990 to serve in a number
of technical operational and
leadership roles.  In October 2022 he
oversaw the merger of Maersk Driling
with the Noble Corporation.

A pair of Airbus AS332L2 Super Puma
helicopters from Babcock Onshore
including EC-NPO, cons. no. 2634,
have been wet-leased to Ecocopter in
Chile for the 2023 fire fighting season.
The two aircraft, equipped for the fire-
fighting role and with their crews and

None of the people, aircraft and

contracts CHC already had prior to

the purchase of the Babcock business

in 2021 are affected and  CHC expects

to continue delivering “outstanding

levels of service” through its

remaining UK business operations. 

CHC do Brasil, a subsidiary of CHC

Helicopter has confirmed the signing

of five new contracts with the

Brazilian energy company Petrobras,

to transport personnel and small

cargo loads to offshore platforms in

the Campos and Vitória Basin.  The

Basin is the main sedimentary area

already explored off the Brazilian

coast and the contracts will run for the

next four-five years.

Petrobras awarded the

contracts to CHC, following a

competitive tender process held in

August 2022, and the projects are

expected to start in the second half of

2023.  To support the work CHC Brazil

will operate five Leonardo AW139

helicopters. These will be a

combination of new AW139s coming

into the organisation and utilisation

of existing aircraft, operating from

new bases located at Campos dos

Goytacazes, Bartolemeu Lisandro

Airport, and Eurico de Aguiar Salles

Airport in Vitória.  The new contracts

will see CHC Brazil increase its fleet

to around 10 medium and heavy

helicopters, as well as growing its

local workforce to approx 280

employees. 

CHC Helicopter has further

long term growth plans for Latin

America, adding to its operations in

Brazil and Mexico and having

previously operated in Suriname,

Uruguay and the Falkland Islands.

Mexican offshore operator

Transportes Aeros Pegaso is taking
delivery of a fourth Leonardo AW139
helicopter.  The aircraft, cons. number

32004, and assembled at Vergiate,

will join XA-UKE (cons. no. 41002),

XA-KRY (cons. no. 41537) and XA-DIA

(cons. no. 41551), which were

delivered from the Philadelphia

production line in 2008 and 2018.

Also carrying out pre-

delivery test flights at Vergiate in

early January was an AW119 Mk.II

Koala destined for the Rwanda Police

Force, cons. no 15019.
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production for the Republic of Korea

Army at the end of this year.  

SB Leasing Services in Minato-Kv,

Tokyo has signed a sales cooperation

agreement with Kawasaki for an

H145/BK117 D3 helicopter, to enable

the Japanese manufacturer to offer

overseas operators the opportunity to

procure the new model by leasing or

purchase, and to provide Japanese

investors the opportunity to invest in

the helicopter leasing business.  

The BK117 D3 is the Japanese

version of the Airbus Helicopters

H145, which Kawasaki jointly

developed with Airbus, and which has

found a niche market worldwide in

emergency medical services, law

enforcement and disaster relief, as

well as other transportation missions.

The new variant offers significant

performance improvements over early

versions of the BK117 family.

ends of each boom.  Wings and

elongated tail plane units connect the

booms and provide additional lift in

the cruise mode. 

Korean Aerospace Industries (KAI)
recently delivered the first Light Civil

Helicopter (LCH) to a domestic

operator, Gloria Aviation, following

certification of the type in September.

The aircraft is due to enter service in

December in an emergency medical

services configuration, to support

critical life-saving missions in Jehu.  

The LCH is based on the

Airbus EC155 and follows the transfer

of that programme to South Korea,

together with technical support and

training.  The first aircraft completed

prototype flights in 2019 and sales are

also expected for law enforcement,

search and rescue, fire fighting and

similar missions.  Meanwhile KAI is

continuing development of the Light

Attack Helicopter (LAH) variant of the

EC155, which is due to enter

Airbus Helicopters delivered the

100th H135 helicopter to a Japanese
operator on 24 September, when it

handed over a new H135 to Mainichi

Newspapers for news gathering

missions in the southern region of the

country.  Mainichi already operates

three H135s in this role. 

Other Japanese H135

customers include Nakanihon Air with

20 aircraft used for HEMS missions, 14

aircraft with the National Police

Agency, and 15 aircraft in service for

ab-initio training with the Japan

Maritime Self Defence force.

Shanghai start-up company Vertax has

flown a half-scale model of its

proposed five-seat Matrix 1 eVTOL air
taxi.  The company was founded in

2021 and is targeting certification of

the full-scale aircraft for 2026.

The new entry into the eVTOL

market features a mix of vertical lift

power on four long booms, with four

cruise drive airscrews at the forward

Part-CAMO

A standalone Part-CAMO approved company with multiple

helicopter types on the approval for sale

Contact PO Box 4324, HELiDATA Classified, 75 Elm Tree Road, Locking,

Weston-s-Mare, Somerset, BS24 8EL 

email office@helidata.info
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Polish Helicopter Emergency Medical

Service (HEMS) personnel have been

training Ukraine medics to carry out

similar work under an initiative taken

by the First Ladies of both countries,

with support from the two Health

Ministries and carried out by the

Polish Medical Air Rescue.

The 10 day course, carried out

in December in a theoretical and

practical form, covered operational

and medical procedures used during

HEMS missions, evacuation of

patients from a war zone and in the

event of emergencies, learning the

use of onboard HEMS equipment etc.

and familiarising crews with the

regulations and standards in force in

the European Union, which the Polish

HEMS work to, and familiarising

participants with the principles of

training and maintaining HEMS

qualifications, using a flight simulator.

Ukraine especially is faced

with the need to protect and evacuate

wounded soldiers and civilians by air

from the war zone.  The training is also

seen as the final step in building a

HEMS structure across the country, with

further training being implemented by

Ukrainian instructors visiting individual

bases on a daily basis.

Boston MedFlight on the US East

Coast says FY2022 was its busiest year

since the non profit organisation was

formed, 37 years ago in 1985.  Over the

most recent 12 months to 30

September the emergency care

medical transport provided 6,177

patients in need with support by air

and ground, an average of 17 patients

every 24 hours. 

Boston MedFlight is the

region’s primary provider of critical

A new Airbus H135P3 helicopter,

registered N240HY in tribute to the

Aspirus-owned Howard Young

Medical Centre at 240, Maple Street in

Woodruff, Wyoming has entered
service with the Aspirus MedEvac

fleet.  The aircraft, operated by the

Med-Trans Corporation, previously

carried out crew and equipment

training at Central Wisconsin Airport

before relocating to Woodruff and

becoming fully operational in

December.  

The H135P3 was previously

registered N195AH by Airbus

Helicopters (cons. number 2170) on

delivery to Med-Trans, with the type

certificate issued on 27 September

2022. 

The Polish State Police have ordered

two additional Sikorsky S-70i
helicopters for delivery in September

2023 and late 2024.  The contract,

signed on 9 December, is valued at

approx $79 million.  Funding towards

the purchase has come from a national

fund for environmental protection,

and the two aircraft will primarily be

used for fire fighting under an

agreement with the State Fire Service.  

The Police already operate

three S-70i helicopters on law

enforcement, operating from the Police

Aviation Authority headquarters in

Warsaw, alongside two Mil Mi-8 and

three Bell 407GXi.  Six other helicopters

are based elsewhere at Field stations in

the country.

care transport, with one quarter of its

patients being infants and children,

including fragile and premature

babies weighing as little as 453gm

(1lb).   The organisation also

provided over $7.2 million during the

year in free and unreimbursed care to

patients without regard to their

insurance status or ability to pay,

thanks to financial support from a

consortium of six Boston hospitals. 

The organisation operates a

fleet of five Airbus EC145 helicopters,

after selecting this type to replace its

original fleet of MBB BK117s, and in

March this year began a new fleet

renewal programme with an order for

the new five-bladed H145 model.

This brings enhanced performance,

safety and avionics upgrades.

The Slovenia Ministry of Interior

signed a contract with Leonardo

Helicopters for a third AW169

multipurpose helicopter for the

country’s Aviation Police Unit. Valued

at Euro 14,408,532 (£12,433,122)

including personnel training,

maintenance and VAT, the aircraft will

be utilised for a range of missions

including humanitarian, rescues,

special forces raids and routine

patrols across the country.  

Delivery of the aircraft is

scheduled to take place by October

2023, when it should go straight into

service, since the crews in the Aviation

Police Unit are already familiar with the

type and will not need special training.

Two Trustees at the Auckland Rescue Helicopter Trust in New Zealand are

challenging a proposal to transfer its assets to a private company and have

filed a High Court action to stop the plan.  The Rescue Trust assets include

three helicopters, valued at over NZ$30 million, which are actually owned

by a separate charitable trust governed by a five-member board.  It is two of

these members who are opposing the hand over of the assets and the

charity’s fund-raising activities to the private company, Northern Rescue

Helicopter Ltd.

NRHL is half-owned by ARHT and contracted by the government’s

National Ambulance Sector to provide air ambulance services in Auckland,

Northland and Coromandel.  Two of the five board members on the separate

charitable trust alleged to be in favour of the transfer also sit on the NRHL

board, which it is claimed means that they have a conflict of interest and so

should not be involved in any decision to transfer assets.  A third board

member in favour of the transfer heads up the Auckland War Memorial

development body.

Those opposing the assets transfer want the court to declare that

trustees supporting the deal are in breach of the trust’s deal, but are also

asking the court to appoint more trustees to the trust to ensure proper

scrutiny in the interests of the people of Auckland. 

R44 Raven 1 Self Fly 

Hire Hours For Sale. 

Blocks of 10 hours. 

Aircraft based south coast. 

Contact Harvey on

07767887788. 
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Erickson Inc. handed over an eighth S-
64E Air Crane heavy-lift helicopter to
the Korea Forestry Service in South

Korea on 3 December, following a

series of delays since beginning

production of the aircraft at the

company’s manufacturing facility in

southern Oregon in January 2020.

Supply chain shortages, shipping

obstacles, notably the US embargo on

the Russian AN-124 transport freighter,

and logistics impediments have been

blamed for the delays.  

Erickson sold its first Air

Crane to the Forestry Service in 2001

and since then the fleet has steadily

grown with an additional aircraft

ordered in 2003, a third and fourth in

2006 for delivery in late 2007, and

contracts subsequently following for a

further four examples.

All eight helicopters are

equipped with a 10,000litre (2,650gall)

water tank, a flexible hover snorkel

and a water cannon, but are also

rigged with a single-point pendant

system for external load operations

when not required for fire fighting. 

Airbus has identified the emergency

medical services (EMS) market as an

early win for the eVTOL all-electric

CityAirbus NextGen, currently under

development with partners for the

urban air mobility market.  The eVTOL

aircraft is currently a four seater,

including a pilot, and the company is

aiming for an operating range of 80km

(50 miles) and a cruising speed of

120km/h (75mph).

Airbus believes EMS could

be a key application for eVTOL aircraft

in urban areas, where traditional

helicopters may be restricted for

noise and safety reasons.  By 2050 the

European Commission estimates over

70 percent of the world population will

be living in cities, calling for

innovative forms of transport to meet

mobility needs as well as providing

public services. Thus Airbus argues

that, although the first generation

CityAirbus NextGen may not have

stretchers, defibrillators and other

complex medical equipment, it could

still complement existing EMS

helicopter missions whilst the

development of EMS systems

continues. 

One of these could be the

Life Saver programme that the

company has developed in

says there is a danger to life as well as

a security risk during the winter

months, when the temperature is

often minus 25 degrees and it is dark

for large parts of the day.

Currently Norway has three

Leonardo AW169 police helicopters

based outside Oslo for  law

enforcement and rescue missions,

whilst a privately owned helicopter is

available in Tromso on standby for

police missions in northern Norway.

However Tromso is still 90 minutes

flying time from the Russian border.

Haetta says that Norway has

international obligations on border

control under the Schengen

Agreement, as does neighbouring

Finland, which has already increased

cover of its border due to the

escalating developments in Russia.  

State-owned Bulgaria Heli Med

Services is expected to make a

decision on the dry lease of an

emergency medical services (EMS)

helicopter on a 12 month contract by

17 February.  Two companies have

tendered for the Euro 1.76 million

deal, Belgium’s Heliventure and

Slovakia operator Air Transport

Trading are competing for the

business, with the winner due to be

ready for operations by mid-2023.  The

potential contract will also include an

option to be extended for a further 12

months to mid 2025.  

Separately the Bulgarian

government is working on a Euro 96.3

million deal to purchase six air

medical helicopters from Leonardo,

following the collapse of an earlier

tender process, which failed to attract

offers within the allocated budget.

The government decided not to

retender due to the urgent need for

the helicopters, which are wanted in

service by the end of this year.  In light

of the cancellation of the tender, the

Bulgarian Health Ministry says

additional funding for the

procurement can now be provided

from the state budget if the current

amount still proves insufficient.  

cooperation with International SOS,

introduced several months ago and

now being trialled in Estonia with

support from government and

industry entities.  Airbus believes the

Estonia model could be rolled out

worldwide in the future, hence the

company’s interest in ensuring the

CityAirbus NextGen is well placed in

the eVTOL EMS market. 

The Italian Guardia di Finanza took
delivery of its first skid equipped
Leonardo AW169M helicopter on 24

January in an official ceremony at the

Vergiate factory.  The aircraft will be

part of a 24 strong fleet, including six

with a fixed landing gear and 18 with a

skid undercarriage.

All the aircraft are expected to

be delivered by 2024, complementing

a fleet of 20 AW139 medium twin

helicopters and being used for a range

of missions.  These will include

maritime police/patrol, homeland

customs security, law enforcement,

rescue and other security duties.  The

Guardia di Finanza first received the

military certified AW169M in late 2019

under a fleet modernisation plan.  The

helicopters feature a dedicated

configuration including a rescue hoist,

an emergency flotation system, life

rafts, wire cutters TCASII traffic

collision avoidance, and a night vision

goggle compatible cockpit.  

Also incorporated is a range

of avionics and safety systems, with

the latest delivery also introducing

unique IFR single pilot advanced

search and rescue modes with

dedicated Flight Management System

search patterns.  This enables the

aircraft to automatically fly along a

predefined search path, reducing the

pilot workload during search and

rescue missions.

According to Leonardo the

AW169 is the only helicopter in its

weight category that features

Advanced SAR Modes.

A senior Norwegian police officer has

called for a helicopter to be stationed

in Kirkeness in northern Norway, to
patrol the border with Russia after a

defector from the Wagner mercenary

group crossed the frozen Pasvik River

at night to escape.  Ellen Haetta, who

is Chief of Police in Finnmark and in

charge of Norway’s control along the

198km (123 mile) border with Russia,
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tackling bandits and terrorists in the

Boni Forest region, after a Mil Mi-8

helicopter acquired for operations

remained in storage due to a lack of

funding to carry out an overhaul.

Meanwhile the disputed AW139 has

reportedly already been repainted in

Kenyan Air Force colours and is

expected to enter service in its new

role shortly.  

A UK Coastguard helicopter crew from

the Newquay base in Cornwall

delivered a new baby on board their

Sikorsky S-92 helicopter on 5

December whilst en route from the

Scilly Isles to the Royal Cornwall

Hospital in Truro, after the mother

experienced complications at the

Island’s birth centre.

Five hours elapsed between

the mother’s contractions starting and

the baby being born in the early hours

of the following morning, with the

mother, Jennie Trevithick, returning

home with her baby and partner later

the same day.  The new Christmas

baby, christened Ebbyn, has joined a

select group of Scillonians born on a

rescue helicopter, including one in

2013 and a second in 2018.  

Sikorsky S-92s.  The agreement

includes a purchase-leaseback of a

new AW189 with Bristow, which is the

first SAR enabled AW189 in the

Milestone fleet.  The second AW189 is

a lease extension which Milestone is

converting to a SAR configuration.

Both these helicopters are contracted

to fly missions for the Netherlands

Coastguard.

In addition Milestone has

placed three Sikorsky S-92s in a SAR

configuration with Bristow for missions

across Norway, with a fourth aircraft

due to be added later this year. 

A decision to convert a Kenyan

National Police Leonardo AW139

helicopter from its law enforcement

configuration into a VIP transport for

the country’s Deputy President has

angered police commanders, who say

it leaves the force unable to carry out

surveillance patrols in known bandit-

prone areas.  The Kenyan government

already has one AW139 in a transport

configuration, but the Air Force

demanded the transfer of the second

machine, and brought in experts to

remove the surveillance camera,

screen monitor and downlink

equipment in favour of installing VIP

seating etc.

The Air Force is also accused

of failing to support ground forces

Sheriff Security and Medical Services

in Guyana has purchased a Bell Model
505 helicopter for corporate

operations in the country.  The $1.9

million investment is said to be the

first private helicopter licensed in the

country and will be used to shuttle

company officials from the city of

Georgetown to a new investment site

in Berbice, by passing the traffic

situation across the country.

The Sheriff Group has

committed to invest over $75 million

in Palmyra, Berbice including a 150

room speciality hospital.  The

helicopter, temporarily registered

N94278 in the USA, has been

purchased via Tropical Aviation

Distributors, based in Miami, Florida

who are the authorised distributor for

Bell Helicopter in Guyana and will be

responsible for shipping the aircraft to

the customer.  It is expected to arrive

in Georgetown by April. 

A pair of Airbus AS332L2 Super Puma
helicopters from Babcock Onshore

including EC-NPO, cons. no. 2634,

have been wet-leased to Ecocopter in

Chile for the 2023 fire fighting season.

The two aircraft, equipped for the fire-

fighting role and with their crews and

maintenance support, arrived in early

January and will primarily operate in

the Biobio and Aracania regions in the

centre and south of the country.

In 2021 Babcock carried out a

review of its emergency services

business and concluded that the air

medical and fire fighting sectors were

not delivering share holder value, and

that the future of this business should

be re evaluated.  However the small

fleet of former Bond Helicopters

AS332L2s in Spain were retained,

especially following the heightened

risk of wild fires in southern Europe in

recent years.  

The Milestone Aviation Group has

expanded its partnership with Bristow
Helicopters for Search and Rescue

missions, with the lease of two

Leonardo AW189 helicopters and four

The Government of Mauritius took delivery of a Hindustan Aeronatics (HAL)
Dhruv Mk.III utility helicopter at the company’s Bengaluru helicopter factory

on 12 February for law enforcement, border control, rescue and disaster relief

operations.  The aircraft, serialled MPH11, was ordered in January 2022 and

has been delivered ahead of schedule.

HAL has a strong relationship with Mauritius, having previously sold

Dhruv and Chetak helicopters to the Coast Guard.  Meanwhile the company

has now delivered over 335 Dhruv helicopters since deliveries began in 2002,

with total flying hours now closing on 400,000.
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during a fire reconnaissance flight.

The two crew may have been

accompanied by three unofficial

passengers whose bodies were found

in the wreckage.  5 fatal.

Hughes 269A registered VH-OE? of

The Helicopter Group substantially
damaged in crash landing onto roof of

private property in Mentone, Victoria,

Australia on 30 November, whilst

attempting to reach nearby Moorabin

Airport.  The aircraft was reportedly on

a solo navigation training flight from its

base at the airport.  

A New York Police Department

(NYPD) officerwas severely injured on

1 December during a fast-roping

training exercise at the police

academy in Queens, New York when

the rapelling rope became loose and

he fell about 5m (15ft) to the ground.

The helicopter in use was a Bell 429,

registered N919PD, which landed

safely with no damage

A Robinson R44, registered in the

United States was written off in a crash

at Brannockstown in County Kildare,

Ireland on 11 December.  The aircraft

was seen circling before nose diving

into a field.  The weather at the time

was reported to be cold with freezing

fog. The Irish Air Accident

Investigation Unit sent investigators to

the site, and the wreckage was

An Airbus EC130T2, registration 3A-
MVT (cons. number 8203) of Monacair
Helicopters was destroyed in a

collision with terrain near Me’gevette

in south west France on 25 November,
whilst en route from Lausanne,

Switzerland to Monte Carlo Heliport.

Early reports suggest the helicopter

had flown into the mountainside on

the Plateau de la Justice, although the

local weather was good when the

accident happened.   The French pilot

was also said to be familiar with the

area.  Both he and his Russian VIP

passenger were killed in the crash but

a second Russian passenger, who had

booked a seat on the flight cancelled

at the last minute, according to

Monacair.   A full investigation is now

underway…

A Robinson R66 registered RA-07390
(cons. number 0815) was written off on

27 November at Vyasovets in the Tver

region, Russia in an accident during an

evening flight.  2 fatal.

Sikorsky S-58T registered HL-????was

destroyed on 27 November at

Yangyang in South Korea when it

crashed into a heavily forested area

removed on 12 December to their

facility in County Meath for further

assessment.  1 fatal.

Bell 206L-4 of Rotorcraft Leasing

written off 15 December 2022 when

one of skids was caught under

perimeter railing while attempting to

take off from an offshore oil platform

situated some 48km (30 miles) from

Terrebonne Bay, Louisiana.  The

helicopter sank after ditching but the

three persons transferred to a life raft

and were subsequently hoisted to

safety by a US Coast Guard Sikorsky

MH-60T Jayhawk helicopter.

Two Airbus EC130 helicopters
registered VH-XKQ and VH-XH9 of

Seaworld Helicopters collided in

mid-air over a sandbar in the Gold

Coast Broadwater, offshore the

Seaworld Marine Park approx 75km

(47 miles) south of Brisbane, Australia

on 2nd January.  Eye witnesses said

that one of the helicopters was taking

off and struck the underside of the

second aircraft which was

approaching to land.  The ascending

aircraft’s tail section and main rotor

system were separated in the

collision and the helicopter crashed

inverted on the sandbar.  The other

aircraft landed safety with damage to

the nose section.  4 fatal and 3

critically injured
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Following a decision by the US Naval Air Systems Command at the end of 2022 to launch full-rate production of the Sikorsky
CH-53K King Stallion heavy lift helicopter for the US Marine Corps, the company is now gearing up to meet the expected

demand, with an initial production target of up to 24 aircraft per year.  The Marine Corps plans to purchase 200 CH-53Ks

over the next several years, whilst the company also has an agreement with the Israeli Ministry of Defence to produce some

two dozen CH-53Ks to replace the ageing CH-53 Yasur helicopters in service with tAir Force.

Production of the new aircraft is taking place at the Sikorsky factory in Stratford, Connecticut with major components

built elsewhere being brought to the facility for final assembly.  To meet the production demand, the company will double

the plant capacity, requiring continuing H-60 family manufacturing to be relocated to a different area within the Stratford

plant.  Sikorsky says that potentially the facility could produce up to 36 CH-53Ks per year once the new line is fully

established.

Meanwhile the company was awarded a $34,045,729 modification against the previously issued basic ordering

agreement on 1 February, to provide validation and test tooling in support of CH-53K Lots 4 and 5 production aircraft.   86

percent of the work will be carried out in Salt Lake City, Utah and 14 percent in Stratford, with completion expected in

December 2024. 



order to improve the safety of V-22

operations.  

The Czech Republic Air Force is

expected to receive its first Bell 

UH-1Y Venom and AH-1Z Viper

helicopters in May, with two of each

variant likely to be delivered.  Four

AH-1Z and eight UH-1Y are currently

on order to supplement and replace

Soviet era Mil Mi-24/35 and Mi-17/171

aircraft.  

Negotiations are currently

underway for the supply of two more

older Venoms and eight more Vipers,

transferred from the US Marine Corps

but needing modifications to the

current standard.  This work would be

carried out in the Czech Republic by

state-owned LOM Praha, which has

been appointed to carry out the

second line maintenance and

overhauls of the new Bell fleet.  

The Air Force currently

operates nine Mi-24/35 attack

helicopters and 15 Mi-171 transports,

with others in storage, but all subject

to the sanctions imposed on Russian

companies and supplies.  However

LOM Praha has its own jigs and

equipment  to allow in-house

manufacturing of the Mi-17 family, and

some Mi-171s may still undergo a

major upgrade, to include a full glass

cockpit and new weaponry.  

Bell Textron is continuing to plan the

start of test flights of the Model 360

Invictus Future Attack Reconnaissance

Aircraft (FARA) for the second half of

2023, pending delivery of the

helicopter’s US Army mandated

General Electric T901 engine.  The

3,000shp turboshaft began initial rig

testing 12 months ago and, following

1,500 hours of ground testing, is due

to be qualified for a preliminary flight

rating within the next two months.

Bell has already begun

carrying out functional tests on the

Invictus prototype at its Flight

Research Centre in Arlington, Texas

following its reassembly after being

transferred from the Amarillo

manufacturing plant.  In early February

the aircraft was 95 percent complete

and awaiting installation of the engine.

Once installed the company will begin

ground testing the complete aircraft,

initially using tie-downs before

moving to unrestrained ground runs

and eventual flight clearance.  

In the meantime Bell is

awaiting the Army’s draft request for

the FARA programme in terms of the

weapon system required.  For this

phase the company is developing a

full attack capability version of the

Invictus, dubbed Increment One

which will include the design and

verification of a modular open

architecture system developed by

partner company Sierra Nevada. 

Invictus is competing with the

Sikorsky Raider X coaxial compound

helicopter for the eventual FARA

contract.  This aircraft also is awaiting

the availability of the T901 

A number of Bell Boeing V-22 Osprey
tiltrotors remain under flight
restrictions with the US Marine Corps

following the discovery of clutch faults

within the proprotor gearbox.  The

issue first manifested itself last August

when a US Air Force CV-22B force

landed in Norway following a hard

clutch engagement in one of the two

gearboxes. A Hard Clutch Engagement

occurs when the clutch, driven by the

engine, releases from the rotor system

as for entering autorotation, but then

suddenly re engages, sending an

impulse through the drive train and

potentially causing damage.

Having identified the

problem the V-22 Joint Programme

Office issued a time limit on 3

February, restricting flight on aircraft

with input Quill Assemblies above a

pre-determined flight hour threshold,

and the requirement to replace that

component before further flight. This

recommendation, issued to all V-22

operators, follows a progressive

increase in hard clutch engagements

and ongoing engineering analysis.

Previously the V-22 Fleet was subject

to in-flight and ground training

mitigations, highlighting existing

emergency procedures and

introducing modified hard clutch

engagement scenarios during

simulator training.  

The Joint Programme Office is

meanwhile continuing to explore 24

initiatives to identify short, mid, and

long term solutions to the fault, in

The first six Bell AH-1Z attack helicopters for the Royal Bahrain Air Force are

now in-country, with the second batch of six since completed by Bell and

handed over to the US Defence Contract Management Agency (DCMA) for

final checks and shipment in the near future.

The completion of the Bahrain AH-1Z programme comes on the

heels of Bell completing the US Marine Corps programme of record,

signifying two major H-1 production milestones in one year.  
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Sikorsky Aircraft marked the delivery of the 5,000th “Hawk” helicopter at its

Stratford, Connecticut headquarters on 20 January.  The aircraft, a UH-60M

Black Hawk variant for the US Army which is the largest Black Hawk operator,

represents the latest generation of the helicopter.

Worldwide the Hawk family includes the S-70i international variant,

assembled in Poland for military and parapublic operations, the MH-60R/S

maritime helicopter and MH-60T Coast Guard variant, the US Air Force HH-

60W for combat rescue, and the baseline Firehawk which takes the S-70

airframe and outfits it specifically for fire fighting missions.  

The Turkish Air Force has begun

receiving licence-built Sikorsky Black

Hawk helicopters from the Turkish

Aerospace Industries (TAI) assembly

line.  Designated the T-70 by TAI, up

to 109 aircraft are included in the

licence, which also covers Black Hawks

for the Gendarmerie, Forestry

Directorate, Land Forces Command

and the Special Forces Command.

Single T-70 deliveries have

already taken place to each of these

customers, with the Air Force

Command now the latest to receive its

first aircraft, serialled 22-010.  The Air

Force is re-equipping No. 135

Squadron at Konya Air Base with the

type, complementing the Airbus

AS332UL Cougar helicopters in service,

and replacing the tired Bell UH-1H

helicopters that were previously

withdrawn from service at Konya.

The number of T-70s

allocated to the Air Force is unclear,

but distribution of the aircraft across

the various customers is known to

have changed.  The Forestry

Directorate will now receive only

three aircraft, with the remaining 17

originally ordered now being

transferred to the Gendarmerie (three

helicopters) and 14 to the Land Forces

Command for Army operations.  

Previous T-70 deliveries

began with the first production

aircraft, handed over to the

Gendarmerie on 15 December last

year, and the second production,

delivered to the Forestry Directorate

at Ankara-Elimesgut by 2 January.  This

aircraft, serialled OR-1020, is

equipped to carry up to 2.5 tonnes of

water in a belly tank and can carry 11

fire fighters when necessary.  It is also

equipped for search and rescue

missions. 

gross take-off weight of between

10,000kg (22,000lb) and 17,000kg

(13,478lb).  Performance targets

include a cruising speed of more than

407km/h (253mph) with a range of at

least 1,650km (1,025 miles) and

between five to eight hours

endurance with long range tanks. 

A number of rotorcraft

manufacturers have expressed an

interest in bidding for the programme,

including Airbus Helicopters and

Leonardo but also Bell Textron,

Boeing and Sikorsky Aircraft, who see

opportunities for their Future Vertical

Lift (FVL) advanced designs, already

backed by the US Army.  However the

FVL speed and range requirements,

to meet US Pacific operational

ambitions, are seen by some

European industry representatives as

not necessary for the NGRC,

increasing costs and affordability for

the NATO budget.

The NATO Next-Generation Rotorcraft

Capability (NGRC) project has taken

a step forward with the launch of a
concept phase, to define the

characteristics of the medium class

helicopter that is needed to replace

current in-service designs by the late

2030s.  Six European countries,

including France, Germany, Greece,

Italy, the Netherlands and the UK are

leading the programme, with Canada

also poised to join the project.  

The concept phase will

consider a range of the latest

technology, including hybrid and

electric propulsion, systemic open

system architecture to include

unmanned and remote piloted

options, and artificial intelligence

aided multi-sensor fusion.  The new

design is required to transport

between 12-16 fully equipped troops

or 2,500kg (5,511lb) of internal cargo,

at 80 percent fuel and a maximum

HELICOPTERS FOR SALE

Bell 206B3

1981, GPS, Duals, High Skid Gear, New TT-Straps

Robinson R44 Raven II

2019, Like New, Metallic Blue, Leather Interior

AW109SP

2012, Beautiful Aircraft, Low Hours. 

AS350B3

2005, Well Maintained, Always Hangared.

For more details please email  helicosale@gmail.com
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US Politicians representing
Connecticut have called for the US

Army to give them a detailed briefing
on the decision to reject the Sikorsky
bid in the Future Long Range Assault

Aircraft (FLRAA) competition.  The

Connecticut Congressional

Delegation, comprising two Senators

and five House Representatives, claim

they have approached the US Army

leadership on multiple occasions to

discuss how the original decision on

the FLRAA was reached, but the Army

has rejected requests for a

substantive briefing.

The delegation says it is

imperative that the Army’s

procurement process for the FLRAA

programme is fair, transparent and in

the best interest of the American

taxpayer, and calls for a detailed

briefing on the Army’s evaluation and

selection decision as soon as

possible.  In a letter to the Secretary

of the Army, the delegation claims

there to has been “a considerable

amount of confusion and valid

criticism surrounding the award”, and

that it is “our understanding” that

Sikorsky’s bid was significantly

superior in terms of cost but that “due

to a subjective unsatisfactory

evaluation on a single criteria”, the

company’s bid was rejected and never

fully evaluated.

The Army awarded the $1.3

billion development contract to Bell

Textron in December for their V-280

Valor tiltrotor, over the rival Sikorsky

Boeing SB-1 Defiant compound

helicopter 

The first of six Airbus H160B

helicopters, being leased to the

French Navy by Babcock for interim

search and rescue operations,

pending the arrival of the definitive

H160M arrived at the Lanvéoc-

Poulmic naval air base in Brittany for

Flotille 32F on 12 January.  The aircraft,

registered F-HMRE (cons. number

1008) was flown from Hyéres following

the installation of medical equipment

and a Safran optronic system, 

and night-stopped at Dax before

arriving at Lanvéov-Poulmic on the

following day.

Since the arrival the

helicopter has been engaging in crew

familiarisation sorties and various

reconnaissance flights, including

approaches to the heliport at Brest

hospital, with live rescue sorties

following.

The US Navy has placed the majority

of its 38 Northrop Grumman MQ-8C

Fire Scout unmanned helicopters in

storage, pending the availability of

new littoral combat ships to provide

seaborne bases.  10 MQ-8Cs, based on

a Bell 407 airframe with a Northrop

Grumman control and avionics system

taken from the earlier Schweizer MQ-

8B helicopter, will remain operational

with Helicopter Sea Combat

Squadrons 21 and 23 on the US Pacific

Coast.

The MQ-8C is capable of

operating for over eight hours and

278km (173 miles) from its parent ship,

tracking and designating targets using

EO/IR sensors and a laser designator,

with an optical mine countermeasures

payload to be added in the future.

The first deployments took place last

year on the USS Milwaukee and 

USS Jackson.  

Despite losing out on the military

Future Long Range Assault Aircraft

(FLRAA) programme, Sikorsky Aircraft

remains optimistic that the company

can develop its coaxial compound

helicopter technology to meet future

commercial requirements.  These

include a version based on the X2 for

corporate and commuter operations

with an eight-ten seat cabin, and a

larger 18 seat platform for offshore oil

and gas and other commercial

services.  

The new project has surfaced

almost 12 months since the company

virtually ruled out developing such a

high speed civil helicopter unless

there was proven evidence of a

demand, instead concentrating on the

military opportunities then offered by

the US Army competition.  

The X2 helicopter was

originally developed on a $50 million

budget and the sole prototype first

flew in 2008, initially under rotor

power alone but later with the pusher

airscrew also engaged.  The

programme was ended in July 2011, by

which time the aircraft had reached

level flight speeds of 460km/h

(290mph).  Total flight time before

retirement was 22 hours, accumulated

over 23 flights.

Subsequently Sikorsky

developed the S-97 Raider, which first

flew in 2015 using the same coaxial

compound configuration and led to

both the Raider X project and the

scaled up SB-1 Defiant FLRAA entry

The US Army Special Operations Command (SOCOM) is looking at new

upgrades for its Boeing AH/MH-6M Little Bird Block II helicopters, which

utilise new machined airframes, improved rotors and new avionics based on

a Common Architecture Avionics System (CAAS).  The new proposed

upgrades are centred on improving performance and range, with further

studies already carried out to see if the helicopters can be modified to a

hybrid-electric configuration.  This could double the current limited maximum

speed of 165km/h (103mph) and double the range.  

SOCOM managers also believe that slowing the rotor and offloading

it, by installing stub wings to create lift in forward flight, would allow a

reduction in tip speed of the advancing blade.  That in turn would open the

door to installing a pusher airscrew in the tail to provide additional

performance enhancements.  A further concept study would replace the

existing power train with electric motors, thus eliminating the turbine engine,

transmission and other drive components.  

SOCOM is now working with the Army and the Defence Advanced

Research Projects Agency to gain support for the projects.  
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The Ukrainian Defence Minister Oleski Reznikov announced on 21 January

that the first of three Westland Sea King helicopters donated by the UK

government was now operational.  The aircraft, an HU.Mk.5 variant and

previously serialled ZA166 with the Royal Navy, was flown from the UK via

Belgium and Germany in late December, and is now based on the Black Sea

coast to provide search and rescue support for the Ukrainian Navy.  10

Ukraine aircrews have been trained at RNAS Culdrose in Cornwall to operate

the three aircraft.  

The two additional Sea Kings promised were carrying out training

with contractor HeliOperations at Portland in Dorset and are expected to

arrive in Ukraine imminently.  To ease identification by friendly forces, the

helicopter are marked with a large Ukrainian roundel immediately aft of the

cabin doors, with two white bands encircling the tail boom.

e Republic of Korea Air Force (RoKAF)

is carrying out a review of the

Presidential helicopter fleet, which it

says has exceeded the planned 10

year replacement cycle, due in part to

pressures on government time after

the Covid-19 pandemic.  The

Presidential fleet currently comprises

of three VIP-equipped Sikorsky VCH-

92 (S-92A)  helicopters, serialled

05-035 (cons. number 920035), 05-050

(cons. no. 920040) and 05-055 (cons.

no. 920044).  

The first RoKAF VCH-92 was

completed by Sikorsky in 2006 and

carried out a series of trials at China

Lake, California to evaluate its

defensive countermeasures suite

before all three helicopters were

officially handed over at the Seoul Air

Show in October 2007.  Since then the

fleet has received some upgrades,

including electro-optical/infrared

sensors in a chin turret and improved

moving map displays to enhance poor

weather navigation operations.

Following approval of the

review by the Joint Chiefs of Staff, the

responsibility for evaluating contenders

for the replacement aircraft has been

given to the Defence Acquisition

Programme Administration team, with

initial research considering whether

there is scope for a locally produced

aircraft.  This would likely limit the size

to the 13-14 passenger utility fit Korea

Aerospace Industries KUH-1 Surion,

which is not expected to be

acceptable.  Assuming a larger

helicopter will be required, options

include the upgraded S-92A+ which

Sikorsky has been promoting over

recent years as a follow-on to the

current S-92A/VH-92 aircraft, or the

Leonardo AW101.  Mid-size offers

could include the Airbus H175 and the

Leonardo AW189, although again a VIP

fit in either of these types might

reduce the passenger limits below the

acceptable minimum.  

booms and the Air Force is concerned

about the impact on training crews to

have the skill sets to carry out air-to-

air refuelling on a regular basis.  

Instead officials are finalising

a contract with Boeing to deliver a

number of roll-on, roll-off Extended

Range Fuel System tanks, that can be

positioned in Arctic locations to

provide forward air refuelling points

for the Chinooks, and also for the

Griffons and other aircraft in the RCAF

fleet operating in the region.

The Dominican Republic Air Force is
taking delivery of six additional Bell

UH-1H Super Huey IIs, transferred

from US government surplus stocks.

The Air Force previously received

eight Super Huey IIs in 2004, although

not all remain operational.  

The new aircraft include two

surplus examples from the US

National Aeronautics and Space

Administration (NASA), and one from

the US Customs and Border Patrol,

which is currently retiring all its Super

Huey IIs.  In Dominica the helicopters

will be operated by the Air Force

Rescue Squadron at San Isidro.  All

three aircraft have received new

Dominican serials, 3072, 3073 and

3074. 

The Royal Canadian Air Force (RCAF)

has begun work on a mid-life upgrade
project for its 15 Boeing CH-147F
Chinook helicopters which, although

only 10 years old, are showing signs of

obsolesce and wear after heavy use

since first entering service.  The

upgrade work will focus on

components that are difficult to repair

or replace, along with enhancing

onboard systems. 

One aim of the project is to

ensure the upgrade work

complements ongoing work on the

next Tactical Aviation Capability Set

(nTACS), intended eventually to

replace the Bell CH-146 Griffon

medium transport helicopter in the

mid-2030s.  In the meantime the

RCAF is reviewing lessons learned

from its CH-147F operations, which

have included previously unforeseen

air medical evacuation taskings,

austere environment missions, and

long range flights into the Arctic.  This

could include introducing new

avionics and improving the software

support to more effectively manage

these aspects on the fleet.  Extending

the range of the aircraft is another

priority but, although the CH-147F is

plumbed for air-to-air refuelling, the

aircraft are not equipped with the



Argentina has signed a $38 million
order for six Bell 407GXi utility
helicopters to replace the obsolete
Aerospatiale SA315B Lama
helicopters operated by the Air Force
and the Army.  Four SA315Bs remain
in active service with the Air Force and
two with the Army.

Deliveries of the 407GXi
helicopters will begin in the second
half of 2023, with the aircraft split 50/50
between two services. 

The UK Ministry of Defence recently
accepted the final AW101 Merlin
Mk.4/4A helicopter from Leonardo
Helicopters, on behalf of the Royal
Navy, which operates the upgraded
type with its Commando Helicopter
Force’s 19 Mk.3 and six Mk.3A Merlin
helicopters were transferred from the
Royal Air Force in 2014 to replace the
CHF Fleet of legacy Westland Sea King
HC.4 helicopters, but required
substantial modifications to suit them
for shipboard operations under a Merlin
Life Sustainment Programme (MLSP).

Modifications included a
folding main rotor head and folding
tail section to allow operations from
the Queen Elizabeth class aircraft
carriers and Albion class landing
ships, integration of a new tactical
processor in the cockpit, and a new
glass panel cockpit display system
with five separate screens to display a
full range of information.  In addition
the aircraft have been fitted with a
new fast roping beam to allow the
rapid deployment of Special Forces
from the main cabin door, opening up
a new support role for the helicopters.

The first Merlin HC.4 made its
first flight under the upgrade
programme at Yeovil on 24 October
2016 and the type has already been
deployed from the Arctic Circle in
Norway to the Middle East, Caribbean
and across the world,embarked on
Royal Navy ships.  Development and
integration of the helicopter into the
Royal Navy and Royal Marines will
continue throughout 2023 and the
anticipated full operational capability
for the MLSP is in late 2024, with the
aircraft expected to remain in service
until at least 2030-35. 

The new Labour government in

Australia confirmed in mid January an

order for 40 Sikorsky UH-60M Black

Hawk helicopters, to replace the

discredited NH Industries MRH-90

fleet with the Army Aviation forces.

Deliveries will begin later this year.  

The decision is despite

claims from NH Industries that the

company has resolutions in hand for

serviceability issues and spares

shortages, and that dropping the

MRH-90 now would not be the most

cost-effective solution.  In a statement

late last year, the recently appointed

President of NH Industries, Axel

Aloccio, said that investment in more

spares, and training additional

technicians to further enhance the

aircraft’s support system, would cost

only a very small fraction of the

amount required to bring alternative

helicopters into service.  However

Australian officials have been

particularly intractable in their

opposition to retaining the MRH-90

fleet and the new government

appears to have accepted their

arguments. 

The Army previously operated

the S-70A-9 Black Hawk for transport

and Special Forces roles, with the first

entering service in 1986, but the last

aircraft were retired in 2021.  Defence

staff see the acquisition of the UH-60M

The Czech Air Force has taken delivery of two  leased Enstrom 480B turbine

helicopters as part of an expanded training programme at the Aviation

Training Centre (CLV) at Pardubice air base.  The CLV previously received

six 480B-G light helicopters as replacements for ageing Mil Mi-2s, with four

delivered in June and August 2018 and carrying a camouflage finish with

dayglo panels on the nose of the tail section.  Two more were delivered in

May 2021, finished in a white overall paint scheme with the Czech flag

painted on the horizontal stabilisers.  

The latest aircraft last year are serialled 0516, which was delivered

on 19 December in a white overall colour scheme, and 0515, which arrived a

day later and features a VIP black/white paint finish with three gold stripes

along the main fuselage section.  

as a return to a trusted aircraft, which

both pilots and engineers are familiar

with, even though the new helicopter

features new technology.  The US State

Department approved the UH-60M

sale in September last year under a

Foreign Military Sales agreement,

costed at $1.95 billion (Aust $2.79

billion) including initial spares,

training and equipment.  

The aircraft will be based at

the Army Aviation Training Centre at

Oakey Army Airfield in Queensland

and with the 6th Aviation Regiment at

Holsworthy Army Airfield in New

South Wales.  

Leonardo and the Italian Secretariat
General of Defence/National

Armaments Directorate signed off the

latest AW169 LUH contract for Austria

on 18th January, confirming the supply

of 18 additional helicopters, to bring

the total new ordered to 36 aircraft.

Deliveries are expected to be

completed by 2028.  

Austrian crews are already

spending time at the Leonardo

Training Academy in Sesto Calande

and will also be supported by the

Italian Army’s training capabilities as

an AW169LUH operator.  The value of

the latest contract is quoted as Euro

304 million. 
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Sikorsky Aircraft is planning to enter
the Advanced Air Mobility (AAM)

market and is developing a hybrid-

electric VTOL demonstrator, using the

company’s Matrix autonomous

technology from the S-76B research

aircraft which has been demonstrating

the Matrix system for several years in

conjunction with the US Defence

Advanced Research Projects Agency

(DARPA). The technology has also

been trialled with the US Army in an

optionally-piloted Black Hawk

helicopter.  

The new AAM demonstrator

will use a turbine to generate electric

power and Sikorsky expects to begin

construction of the aircraft during

2023, using the Matrix autonomy as

the core operating system.   

The Royal Navy is reviewing the
capabilities of the Crowsnest airborne

early warning and control radar

system, mounted on the Leonardo

Merlin Mk.2 helicopter after

experiencing shortcomings during the

deployment of the equipment at sea

with the UK Carrier Strike Group.  The

system programme was already

running 19 months behind schedule

and was not expected to reach full

operating capability before 2023,

leaving only six years in service until

the planned retirement date of 2029.

At that point the Navy was

expecting the Crowsnext to be

replaced by a new AEW radar

mounted on an unmanned aerial

system (UAS), which would be based

on the aircraft carriers HMS Queen

Elizabeth and Prince of Wales.  The

same UAS would also be capable of

carrying out other roles, including air-

to-air refuelling and possible strike

missions.  

The Croatian Air Force tookdelivery of

two Sikorsky UH-60M Black Hawk

helicopters at Zagreb Airport on 3
December, doubling the number now

in service with the Armed forces.  Of

these helicopters two, delivered in

February 2022, were donated by the

US government but the two new

arrivals have been procured by the

Croatian Ministry of Defence.

The UH-60Ms are replacing

obsolete Russian aircraft, now subject

to spares shortages, and the

government eventually plans to

obtain a total of 12 UH-60Ms for

transport and a range of other roles.

The Royal Thai Army (RTA) recently took delivery of four Sikorsky UH-60M
Black Hawk helicopters, bringing the total number of UH-60s in service to 18,

including earlier deliveries of UH-60L aircraft.  The new additions, serialled

7450-7453 were unloaded from a cargo ship at Laem Chabang Port. Chonburi

Province, reassembled on the dockside and then flown to the RTA

headquarters base at Fort Princess Srinagarindra.

The aircraft are expected to be operated by the 9th Aviation

Battalion on transport and humanitarian relief duties.  

The Guatemala Air Force tookdelivery of two Subaru Bell 412EPX helicopters

in a ceremony at La Aurora International Airport on 19 December.  The

occasion also marked the 101st anniversary of the Air Force and followed a

signed Letter of Offer and Acceptance agreed earlier in 2022.

The two helicopters are the first in an indefinite delivery/indefinite

quantity contract signed between Bell Textron and the US Army Multinational

Aviation Special Programmes Office last year, which will likely replace older

412 or 212 aircraft in the Guatemalan fleet.  However the Air Force also has a

number of obsolete Bell UH-1H still on strength.  The stated role for the new

aircraft is to support missions including disaster response, humanitarian

relief and other utility needs, taking advantage of the improved power and

maximum weight capacity which enables the 412EPX to transport more

supplies and perform missions more efficiently.  

The 412EPX has a maximum internal weight of 5,534kg (12,200lb), an

external weight of 5,897kg (13,000lb) and can carry 2,268kg (5,000lb) of cargo

on an external hook.
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all the aircraft being produced in

Philadelphia and expected to be

completed by the end of 2024.  Based

on the IFR certified variant of the

Leonardo AW119Kx the TH-73A has

been fully certified by the Federal

Aviation Administration and last

September saw the first 12 students

begin training on the new helicopter

at Naval Air Station Whiting Field in

Milton, Florida.  The first solo flights

took place in November.  

The first AW169M LUH helicopter for

the Austrian Army (Military Helicopter

News January-February 2023) was

officially handed over on 21

December at the Tulln-Langenlebarn

Brumowski air base in the presence of

Leonardo’s senior management, led

by chief executive officer Alessandro

Profumo and the managing director of

Leonardo Helicopters, Piero Cutillo.

18 aircraft are on order as a first batch,

but a government-to-government

agreement has also now been signed

for a further 18 helicopters to

complete Austria’s helicopter

modernisation programme, including

replacement of the Aerospatiale

SA316B Alouette 3 fleet

The CanadianDepartment of National
Defence announced on 22 December
that it is to go ahead with a mid-life
upgrade of the Air Force fleet of
Leonardo CH-149 Cormorant search
and rescue helicopters, after
previously pausing negotiations with
the company and its Canadian
partners in 2020 due to the proposals
“being unaffordable”.  The original
budget for the programme, to keep
the helicopters in service until the
2040s, was set at Can $1.03 billion, but
the Department has now agreed two
new contracts valued at Can $1.24
billion for Leonardo to upgrade the
fleet to the latest AW101 configuration
and for CAE Inc. of Montreal to
provide new simulators.  

13 CH149s will receive the
upgrade modifications, but plans to
utilise previously purchased US
Presidential VH-71A airframes to
increase the fleet to 16 aircraft have
been abandoned.  Instead Leonardo
Helicopters will build three new AW101s
at it Yeovil, UK facility.  The fleet
expansion will allow the Air Force to re
establish a search and rescue Cormorant
base at CAF Trenton in Ontario, which
previously gave up its aircraft to support
operations at CFB Greenwood in Nova
Scotia, CFB Gander in Newfoundland and
Labrador, and CFB Comox in British
Columbia.

The majority of the upgrade
work will be carried out in Canada,
primarily at subcontractor IMP
Aerospace facilities in Halifax, Nova
Scotia with support from GE Canada
and Collins Aerospace Canada.  The
project will include state-of-the-art
avionics, a new glass cockpit, more
powerful digitally controlled engines,
wireless in-cabin communications,
and the latest SAR sensors.  The latter
will include an Electro-Optical Infra-
Red device and a Mobile Phone
Detection Location System, both
already proven on the Norwegian
AW101-612 SAR Queen aircraft.  

The Cormorant originally
entered operational service in 2002
and the fleet has so far logged more
than 100,000 flight hours on search and
rescue missions across Canada. 

VEM Technologies in India has

partnered with Schiebel India to offer
the Camcopter S-100 Unmanned Air

System for the Indian market, with the

two companies unveiling an S-100 in

Indian Navy colours of the opening

day of the recent Aero India air show.

Also present at the show was

Hindustan Aeronautics Ltd (HAL),

which announced an expected

purchase of six Dhruv utility

helicopters from the Philippines

government. 

The US Department of Defence

exercised its option for an additional
26 Leonardo TH-73A Thrasher Lot 4

helicopters immediately before

Christmas, adding to previous orders

for the aircraft to replace the Bell 

TH-57 SeaRanger for the training of

student aviators for the US Navy,

Marine Corps and Coast Guard.  The

new $110-5 million fixed price contract

modification was announced on 24

December and follows previous

orders for 32 TH-73As in January 2020,

a second lot of 30 aircraft ordered in

November 2020 and a third lot of 36

aircraft ordered in December 2021.

The total value of the orders

to date, including spares, support and

specific pilot maintenance training

services is approx $616.5 million, with

Late December US Army Black Hawk disposals included two stripped UH-

60A hulls, carrying Afghan Air Force colours, that had been heavily

cannibalised.  The aircraft, still carrying their US Army assigned serial

numbers, 80-23464 (cons. number 70222) and 80-23487 (cons. number 70245)

were transferred to Afghan ownership on 31 July 2019, but never left the

United States and were most recently stored at Madison County Airport in

Meridianville, Alabama.  

Other Black Hawk sales at the end of December included UH-60A

serial 82-23725 and UH-60L 84-23981, 85-24419, 85-24544 and 88-26031.  All

were in storage at Huntsville, Alabama following their US Army service and

were sold on a “Buyer Beware” basis with no guarantees on their condition.   
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Saving Lives.
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Leonardo Helicopters provide unique, integrated and aff ordable products to the 
global healthcare delivery system.

The AW169 is ideally suited to life-saving primary and secondary EMS missions 
anytime, anywhere. Easily adaptable, rapidly confi gurable and uniquely designed 
around patients’ needs; the AW169 ensures that air medical professionals can 
provide the best care at the most critical moments.

Inspired by the vision, curiosity and creativity of the great master inventor - 
Leonardo is designing the technology of tomorrow.


